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Abstract

Contour trees are used when high-dimensional data are preprocessed for efficient extraction of isocon
the purpose of visualization. So far, efficient algorithms for contour trees are based on processing the data
order. We present a new algorithm that avoids sorting of the whole dataset, but sorts only a subset of s
component-critical points. They form only a small fraction of the vertices in the dataset, for typical data that ar
in practice. The algorithm is simple, achieves theoptimal output-sensitivebound in running time, and works in an
dimension. Our experiments show that the algorithm compares favorably with the previous best algorithm.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Visualization by isosurfaces
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In many scientific fields huge amounts of spatial data are produced, either by measuremen
computer simulations. Examples are electromagnetic waves in nuclear spin tomography, heat dis
in fuel cells, or molecular structures in X-ray crystallography. The field of Scientific Visualizatio
concerned with methods that help the user to extract meaningful information from the data in a
and intuitive way.

One way to visualize data is by displayinglevel setsor isocontours, which are also calledisosurfaces
for volumetric data andisolinesfor planar data [20,21]. Specifically, for a volumetric dataset, which c
sists of tuples(v, f (v)) wherev is a 3D sample point representing a vertex of the input mesh andf is a
scalar function defined over 3D points, thelevel setor isosurfaceat isovalueh is a set of points (a surface
in the volume whose scalar function value ish; similarly for planar datasets and isolines. Fig. 1(a) sh
isolines of a bivariate functionf (x, y) and Fig. 4 shows some examples of isosurfaces. For volum
data, it may not be possible to view many isosurfaces at different isovalues simultaneously beca
may occlude each other. Therefore it is important for the user to select the isovalues interactivel
der to get an intuitive understanding of the data. An efficient interactive system must be able to
isocontours quickly.

Isosurface extraction is one of the most effective and powerful techniques for the investiga
volumetric datasets. It has been used extensively in scientific visualization applications such as

Fig. 1. (a) A contour map of isolines, (b) the corresponding contour topology tree, (c) the join tree and (d) the split tree.
and maxima are indicated by full and empty circles, and squares denote saddle points. The isolines in (a) are labele
isovalues, and these isovalues are indicated in the trees of (b), (c) and (d). The critical pointF changes only the topology of
contour and not the number of contours; the contour tree is the tree in (b) with the degree-two vertexF removed betweenC
andG.
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medicine, chemistry, computational fluid dynamics, and so on [16]. It has also found extensive applica-
tions in computer graphics such as simplification [19] and implicit modeling [33].
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1.2. The contour tree and the variants

1.2.1. The contour tree.Thecontour treeis a fundamental data structure that represents the rela
betweencontours(i.e., connected components of the level sets) embedded in a dataset. Connect
ponents that merge together or split as one continuously changes the isovalue are represented
that join or branch apart at a node of the tree; see Fig. 1(b).

This structure was used by Bajaj and van Kreveld et al. [3,41] to speed up isosurface extrac
the seed-cell propagationparadigm: given an isovalue, one generates the isosurface by explorin
neighboring cells in the volume starting from theseed cells. To guarantee that no connected compon
of the isosurface would be missed, one has to find a seed cell at the given isovalue for every edg
contour tree which is intersected at this isovalue.

1.2.2. The contour topology tree.As one continuously changes the isovalue, there may be other
logical changes of the contours besides splitting and joining: a contour might touch itself and
ring, thus transforming itself into a surface of different genus, or a contour might touch the bounda
develop a hole. If we subdivide the edges of the contour tree by additional nodes which represe
topology changes, we obtain thecontour topology tree, which records the complete information abo
topology changes of the level sets. This tree has been introduced by Pascucci [30,32] under t
augmented contour tree(ACT). The same term has, however, been used in [8] to denote the subdi
of the contour tree byall vertices of the input mesh. Therefore, we have chosen the more specific
contour topology tree.

In two and three dimensions, we will give a complete classification of allcritical pointsat which these
topological changes occur, and this will allow us to build the contour topology tree.

1.2.3. Surface networks and the Morse–Smale complex.In the area of topological surface modeli
by surface networks, one constructs theridgesandravinesby following the lines of steepest ascent a
steepest descent from saddle points. For a smooth surface (and simple saddles), these curves g
extend all the way to the maxima and minima without meeting, and they dissect the surface into
lateral faces which form theMorse–Smalecomplex. Like the contour tree, the Morse–Smale comple
a structure which can be used as a tool to analyze the geometry and topology of a surface. This
was recently extended to piecewise linear functions on a triangulated surface [15]. There is a clo
ilarity with our algorithm, since both our algorithm and the algorithm of [15] follow monotone pa
However, we have not explored the relation between contour trees and Morse–Smale-complex
deeply. Moreover, the connection does not extend to higher dimensions, as the Morse–Smale co
a three-dimensional manifold is formed bysurface patcheswhich partition the given domain into volum
pieces, whereas for the contour trees, we are interested in one-dimensional structures.

1.2.4. Further applications. The succinct encoding of the isosurface topologies in the contour tree
leads to other important applications. Bajaj et al. [2] proposed the display of the contour tree
vide the user with insights into the topological structures of the isosurfaces embedded in the
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data. This approach was further explored and extended by Carr and Snoeyink [7]. Pascucci and Cole-
McLaughlin [32] gave an elegant algorithm for computing and associating the Betti numbers(β0, β1, β2)

with the contour topology tree so that the isosurface topologies, including the number of connected com-
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ponents and the genus number, can be completely determined and displayed; see also [30,31].
Chiang and Lu [9] developed a volume simplification technique that preserves all isosurface top
by making use of the contour topology tree.

1.3. Previous work

We assume that the scalar functionf is defined on an input mesh withn vertices andN cells, andm
edges. Forstructured meshes, the data points form a regular grid and the underlying cell topology o
mesh is a cube or a box, while forunstructured meshesthe vertices are irregularly sampled (with high
resolutions at places of more features) and the underlying cell topology is a simplex (e.g., a tetra
in the 3D case).

The first efficient algorithm for computing the contour tree in 2D was given by de Berg and van
eld [14], with running time O(N logN). The algorithm makes a single pass over the data. It sweeps
the highest to lowest function values through the sorted data and keeps track of the level set com
which are cut by the sweep plane in its current position.

Independent of this work, Takahashi et al. [36] constructed discrete analogs of surface ne
formed byridgesandravinesfor piecewise linear functions of two variables, starting at all saddle po
and simply following a path from each vertex to the highest or lowest neighbor, respectively.
described an algorithm to convert the resulting surface network into the contour tree, but no ru
analysis was given. (According to our own analysis, it takes O(N) time for reading the data, O(nt ′) time
for finding the paths and O((t ′)2) time for constructing the tree, wheret ′ is the number of critical points.
The approach has been extended to three dimensions in a technical report [37], using the term
Skeleton Tree” for the contour topology tree.

Following de Berg and van Kreveld [14], Bajaj and van Kreveld et al. [3,41] developed algor
for computing the contour tree in 2D with the same running time O(N logN) (but simpler) in the plane
and with O(N2) time in higher dimensions. They also showed how to compute a small seed-cell
fast isosurface extraction using the contour tree. Tarasov and Vyalyi [38] improved the comple
computing the contour tree in 3D to O(N logN) time.

Carr et al. [8] simplified and extended the method of Tarasov and Vyalyi [38] so that the conto
can be computed in any dimension in O(N + n logn) time. They used two separate sweeping proce
resulting in ajoin treeand asplit tree, which can then be merged to obtain the contour tree. We re
this simple and elegant algorithm in Section 4.2. It is the basis for our new algorithm.

Cox et al. [13] defined thecriticality tree which is comparable with “one half” of the contour tre
namely thejoin tree, augmented with the critical points.

Pascucci and Cole-McLaughlin [32] extended the construction of contour trees from linear inte
tion to interpolants of higher degrees. Independent of our work and almost around the same tim
and Snoeyink [7] proposed the use ofpath seedsin the seed-cell propagation paradigm [3,41] for f
isosurface extraction mentioned above. A more extensive overview about the history and litera
contour trees is given in [7].
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1.3.1. Output-sensitivity. The firstoutput-sensitivealgorithm for computing the contour tree was given
by Pascucci and Cole-McLaughlin [32], with running time O(n + t ′ logn), for 3-dimensionalstructured
mesheswith t ′ critical points. Note that for structured meshes,N = O(n) and thusN does not appear in
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the bound, and thatt ′ is an upper bound on the size of the contour tree. As mentioned above, the
gave a very nice method to associate the Betti numbers to the contour tree to enable the compu
isosurface topologies.

This contour-tree algorithm is based on the divide-and-conquer paradigm. At each step, the vo
recursively subdivided into two halves of roughly equal number of vertices, with the common bou
(the separator) having O(n2/3) vertices and edges. This splitting step can be performed trivially
structured meshin O(1) time—just take a plane cutting through the median of the volume. In each
the corresponding contour tree is built recursively, and then the two contour trees, one on each
merged to form the final contour tree. In the merge step, the two contour trees from the two sub-v
can interact with each other only at the O(n2/3) vertices on the separator; for the rest of the two con
trees we just need to copy them, which takes O(t ′) time at each recursive level. Therefore, the merg
step takes O(n2/3α(n)+ t ′) time (by merging the separator vertices from both sides into a combined s
list and then performing the sweeping algorithm of Carr et al. [8] with UNION-FIND operations [12], plus
copying the unchanged portions of the two contour trees). Here,α(n) is the extremely slowly growing
inverse of the Ackermann function. Since the merge step (as well as the splitting step) takes le
linear time inn, the overall complexity is O(n + t ′ logn).

In [32] the authors also mentioned that their method might be extended tounstructured meshes, by
pointing out the O(n)-time algorithms [26,27] for finding a separator with O(n2/3) vertices in unstruc
tured meshes. However, even with these separator algorithms, the output-sensitive bound no long
The volume splitting step, originally taking O(1) time in each recursion for structured meshes, now ta
O(n) time—the overall complexity for all splitting steps is O(n logn) already, and thus it does not p
off to use the more complicated separator algorithms [26,27], compared to the simple sorting st
in the algorithm of Carr et al. [8].

1.4. Our algorithm

We will follow the idea of Carr et al. [8] of constructing the join tree and the split tree separ
Our algorithm differs in the way how these trees are constructed. The key idea of our algorithm
avoid sorting all vertices. Instead, we identify all critical points first, sort them, and then connec
appropriately. In order to determine the connectivity of the components which meet (locally) at a vev,
we start a monotone path fromv into every component until we hit a previously visited vertex. It is v
easy to follow a monotone path, by just searching through the neighbors.

The main advantage is that only thecomponent-critical pointshave to be sorted. These points must
found in an initial (unordered) scan of the data. A component-critical point can be identified by lo
at its neighbors. The running time of our algorithm is O(N + t log t) if there aret component-critical
points. (The component-critical points form a subset of all critical points and thust � t ′ if there aret ′
critical points.) The algorithm works for structured as well as for unstructured meshes, in any dime
It is output-sensitive, and is simple and easy to implement. In addition, as a by-product, the mon
paths implicitly give a reasonable seed set, to be used in the seed propagation paradigm [3,41
isosurface extraction. In two and three dimensions, an easy extension can compute the contour
tree in O(N + t ′ log t ′) time if there aret ′ critical points.
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It can be shown that there is a lower bound of�(N + t log t) on the complexity of computing the
contour tree by the lower bound construction of Bajaj et al. [3]; see Section 5.1 for the details. Thus, our
algorithm isoptimal in the worst case.
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We have implemented our algorithm and performed experiments on datasets from real-world s
visualization applications. The experiments show that typicallyt is less than 5% of the overall numbern

of the input vertices, and that our algorithm compares favorably with the previous best algorithm [
refer to Section 6 for the details.

Our method has additional advantages for huge datasets that do not fit into main memory.
discussed in the concluding section (Section 7).

Our algorithm bears some resemblance to the approach of Takahashi et al. [36,37], as both alg
follow monotone paths. There are some differences, however. In [36], one always follows the “ste
path (to the highest or lowest neighboring vertex) with the objective to approximate critical flow
i.e., ridges and ravines, and one follows these lines all the way to the maximum or minimum.
algorithm, we can follow an arbitrary monotone path, and we stop when we reach a visited ver
our computational experiments, we also follow steepest paths, but the objective is to (heuristicall
paths short.) Also, by combining our algorithm with the techniques of [8], we are able to obtain a
algorithm with a provably good running time.

1.4.1. Overview. Section 2 states the basic definitions and assumptions. Section 3 is devoted
definition and characterization of critical points. We describe our algorithm in Section 4, prese
analysis of its running time in Section 5, and report the experimental results in Section 6. Section
comparisons with previous algorithms and lists some extensions and further questions.

This work was started concurrently and independently by Yi-Jen Chiang and Xiang Lu [10], a
the Master’s thesis of Tobias Lenz [25] under the supervision of Günter Rote. The results were pr
at the 19th European Workshop on Computational Geometry in Bonn, 24–26 March 2003.

2. Definitions

We assume that the scalar functionf is specified as a piecewise linear interpolated function on somn

data pointsV . We are given a triangulationT of a domainM ⊂ R
d with vertex setV , and the values

f (v) ∈ R for v ∈ V . The triangulationT can be given explicitly as a list ofN d-simplices (anun-
structured mesh), or, when the data pointsV form a grid (astructured mesh), the triangulation can b
implicitly given by some fixed triangulation of the grid following a regular pattern. For an unstruc
mesh we assume that each simplex is linked to itsd + 1 neighboring simplices. For a structured me
we will haveN = O(n). In the worst case,N = O(n�d/2�), although we do not think that triangulation
with super-linearN will be very useful in this context.

We have to assume thatM is a simply-connectedd-dimensional manifold with boundary. For examp
a convex domainM will do. The graph of the triangulation (consisting only of the vertices and edge
denoted byG = (V ,E).

2.1. Technical assumption.We assume that alln valuesf (vi), vi ∈ V , are distinct. If we would allow
values at adjacent vertices to be equal, the notion of critical points has to be adapted, and thi
technical difficulties. Given the intended purpose of contour trees (visualization of measured d
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is appropriate to resolve such cases by perturbation, see Section 4.3. (However, Cox et al. [13] have
managed to extend the notion of critical points and saddles also to the case where the function is constant
on a wholed-dimensional cell.)
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On the other hand, we could allow non-adjacent vertices to have equal values without difficulty.
case, our assumption is merely a convenience. These are the same assumptions used in Carr e
for piecewise linear Morse functionsin Banchoff [4,5]. Under these assumptions, the critical points o
occur at the verticesv ∈ V [4–6,23,24].

2.2. Level sets and contours.The upper level set, the lower level set, and the (equality) level setf

at heighth are defined as

M>h := {
x ∈ M | f (x) > h

}
,

M<h := {
x ∈ M | f (x) < h

}
,

M=h := {
x ∈ M | f (x) = h

}
.

A level set at a certainheightor isovalueh is calledisoline in a 2D mesh andisosurfacein a 3D mesh.
A contour is a connected component of a level setM=h. As we sweep through the data by increasingh,
the setM<h grows whileM>h shrinks continuously, andM=h is their common boundary. Thejoin tree
represents the evolution of the components of the setM<h ash varies. The split tree is defined similar
for M>h.4 See Figs. 1(c) and 1(d).

The contour tree is obtained by contracting each contour to a point while preserving the adj
information between contours. In topology, this structure is also known as aReeb graph. In general, it
can be a graph of arbitrary structure, but if the underlying domain is simply connected, this gra
tree [3,41]. Each leaf node represents a local minimum or maximum off , at which a contour appea
or disappears, and each interior node represents the joining and/or splitting of two or more con
a component-critical point(to be defined in Section 3). Reeb graphs for surfaces which are not
ply connected were recently considered in [11], where an algorithm for constructing the Reeb g
O(n logn) time was presented.

3. Critical points

In classical (smooth) Morse theory [28,35], a critical point is a point where the gradient vanishe
basic theorems of Morse theory assert (under some additional assumptions) that these points are
the points where the topology of the level sets change. For piecewise linear functions, we therefo
by acritical point a point where the topology of the level set changes as the height passes throu
point. A precise definition is given below in Theorem 1. A point which is not critical is called aregular
point or ordinary point.

In this section, we show how to identify critical points locally, for 2- and 3-dimensional manif
It turns out that it is only necessary to count connected components of lower and higher neighb

4 The names join tree and split tree refer to the convention of sweeping from lower to higher values. The sweeping
is not consistent in the literature, therefore the termsjoin andsplit are used inversely in other papers.
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vertex. In dimension four and higher, it appears more difficult to test whether a point is regular or critical.
We discuss this issue in the conclusions, Section 7.

The link graph N(v) of a vertexv in a triangulated manifoldM is the graph obtained by taking
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all vertices and edges of the simplices containingv, and removingv (and the edges incident onv). In
topological terms, this is the skeleton of the link ofv.5 Let N+(v) andN−(v) be the subgraphs induce
by the verticesw with f (w) > f (v) andf (w) < f (v) respectively, andC+(v) andC−(v) respectively
denote the numbers of connected components inN+(v) and inN−(v). We omit the reference tov when
it is clear from the context.

Definition 1. A maximumis a point withC+ = 0 (and henceC− = 1). A minimumis a point withC− = 0
(and henceC+ = 1). A join candidateis a point withC− > 1 (and henceC+ � 1), and asplit candidate
is a point withC+ > 1 (and henceC− � 1).

Note that the notions of join candidate and split candidate are not exclusive: a vertex withC− > 1 and
C+ > 1 is simultaneously a join candidate and split candidate.

In two dimensions, these are all critical vertices. In a trivariate function defined over a bound
main, we have to introduce additional types of critical points:

Definition 2. Let v be a point withC− = C+ = 1. Thenv is aboundary minimum(boundary maximum)
if v is on the boundary ofM and is a minimum (maximum) among the neighbors ofv which lie on the
boundary.

Note thatC− andC+ are taken with respect to the whole neighborhood (as usual), not just res
to the boundary. It is also important to note that the above definition explicitly excludes points whi
under Definition 1; in particular, minimum/maximum and boundary minimum/maximum aremutually
exclusive.

Theorem 1 (Critical points in three dimensions). Let f be a piecewise linear function defined on
simplicial decomposition of a three-dimensional manifoldM , and letv be a vertex of this decompositio
Suppose thatv is the only vertex with valuef (v). Then precisely one of the following two alternativ
holds:

(1) v is a maximum, a minimum, a split candidate, a join candidate, a boundary maximum or a bou
minimum.

(2) There is anε > 0 such that all level setsM=h are homeomorphic, forf (v) − ε � h � f (v) + ε.

Proof. See Appendix A. �
5 The link graph isnot the neighborhood in the graph-theoretic sense, i.e., the subgraph of the skeletonG induced by the

neighbors ofv. There might be an edge between two neighbors ofv which does not belong to a common simplex withv, in the
triangulation. However, the subsequent Lemma 5 would remain true even if we used the graph-theoretic neighborhoo
of the link graph in the definition of component-critical points.
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If the second alternative holds, we callv a regular point, otherwisev is acritical point, andh(v) is
called acritical value. Thus we propose the following definition of a regular point in three as well as in
two dimensions.
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Definition 3. Let f be a piecewise linear function on a simplicial decomposition of a two- or th
dimensional manifoldM , and letv be a vertex of this decomposition with the unique valuef (v). Then
v is calledregular point if and only if there is anε > 0 such that all level setsM=h are homeomorphic
for f (v) − ε � h � f (v) + ε.

For a regular point, the homeomorphism is in fact an isotopy:

Theorem 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, let[a, b] be an interval which contains no critica
value. Then there is an isotopy between all level sets in this range, i.e., a continuous map

g :M=b × [a, b] → M,

whereg(· , h) is a piecewise linear homeomorphism betweenM=b andM=h, for everyh ∈ [a, b].
Proof. See Appendix A. �

Note thatg is not necessarily a piecewise linear function of both variables. The condition is
necessary: If[a, b] contains a critical value, the topology changes at this point, and there can
homotopy.

It seems that such basic statements about piecewise linear functions ought to be known, but w
not find them explicitly in the literature. Therefore, we provide proofs in Appendix A.

Table 1 lists the types of critical points. For illustration, there is a typical example of a smooth fu
for which the origin is a critical point of the respective type. The first four types in their pure form a
generic criticalities of smooth Morse functions. The critical points which are not minima or maxim
thesaddle points. Note that monkey saddles and saddles of even higher multiplicity are not excep
for piecewise linear functions, in contrast to the smooth setting of Morse theory.

For the contour tree, we are only interested in the components of level sets, not in their co
topology. So we need to consider only a subset of the critical points: thecomponent-critical points.

Definition 4. A component-critical pointis a join candidate, a split candidate, a maximum, or a minim

Table 1
Critical points for a function of three variables

Critical point C− C+ Smooth example Morse index

Minimum 0 1 x2 + y2 + z
2 0

Join candidate > 1 x2 + y2 − z2 1
Split candidate > 1 x2 − y2 − z2 2
Maximum 1 0 −x2 − y2 − z2 3
Join and split candidate > 1 > 1 z(z2 − x2 − y2)

Boundary maximum 1 1 −x2 − y2 + z (z � 0)
Boundary minimum 1 1 x2 + y2 − z (z � 0)
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Note that aboundary minimum/maximumis not a component-critical point. In other words, a vertex
which isnot component-criticalis characterized byC− = C+ = 1. We summarize the criticality classifi-
cation of a vertexv in a bounded three-dimensional triangulated manifoldM in the following procedure.
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Procedure Criticality Classification in 3D.

(1) If the conditionC− = C+ = 1 does not hold, thenv is component-critical.
(2) Else (C− = C+ = 1), we distinguish two cases:

(a) If v is on the boundary ofM and is minimum (maximum) among all its neighbors that lie on
boundary ofM , thenv is boundary minimum(boundary maximum). (In this case,v is critical
but not component-critical.)

(b) Otherwise,v is regular.

For the contour tree, step (1) above suffices to identify all component-critical points, which are
need to consider: The maxima and minima become leaves of the contour tree, and the join ca
and split candidates are the vertices which may generate join and split vertices in the contour
identify component-critical points in higher dimensions, we show that the following statement hoin
all dimensions.

Lemma 5. If h passes a vertexv of a d-dimensional triangulated manifold which is not compone
critical, the number of connected components ofM>h, of M=h and ofM<h is unchanged.

Proof. It is easy to see that, when restricted to a neighborhoodBε(v) of v, M<h has a single componen
for all valuesh in some neighborhood off (v), and the same holds forM>h. (A formal argument can b
given with the help of Lemma 7 below.) By thed-dimensional (polyhedral) analog of the Jordan cu
theorem applied toBε(v), a level setM=h consisting ofk > 1 components insideBε(v) would partition
Bε(v) into at leastk + 1 pieces wheref is uniformly larger or smaller thanh. It follows thatM=h must
also consist of a single component.

It is clear that the connectivity of the components ofM>h, M=h andM<h does not change outsid
Bε(v) or whenh does not pass a vertex.�

For completeness, we also discuss the situation for two-dimensional manifolds, which is easier
dimensions, every join candidate is automatically a split candidate and vice versa, except at the bo
Each join and split candidate will always be a join or split vertex (or both) in the contour tree whM

is a subset of the plane. Candidates at the boundary do not necessarily become vertices of the
tree. Thus we have the critical points in Table 2. The regular vertices on a two-dimensional manif
characterized by the conditionC− = C+ = 1.

Theorem 3 (Critical points in two dimensions). Letf be a piecewise linear function defined on a tria
gulation of a two-dimensional manifoldM , and letv be a vertex of this decomposition. Suppose thatv is
the only vertex with valuef (v). Thenv is a regular point if and only ifC− = C+ = 1.

The above characterization allows us to find the component-critical points or the critical po
linear time by scanning through the triangulation. For each vertexv, we have to scan the link grap
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Table 2
Critical points for a function of two variables

Critical point C− C+ Smooth example Morse index
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Minimum 0 1 x2 + y
2 0

Join and split candidate > 1 > 1 x2 − y2 1
Maximum 1 0 −x2 − y2 2
Split candidate 1 > 1 x2 − y (y � 0)
Join candidate > 1 1 −x2 + y (y � 0)

N(v) and split it into connected components of the same sign (“+” or “ −” depending on whether th
function values are larger or smaller thanf (v)). This can be done in linear time in the size of the gra
Each simplex of the triangulation contributes to only a constant number of edges to all link graphd
dimensions, this number isd(d − 1)(d − 2)/2.) Hence the total size of all link graphs is O(N), if there
areN simplices. Thus we have:

Lemma 6. For a two- or three-dimensional manifold withN simplices, the critical vertices can be ide
tified in O(N) time. In any dimension, the component-critical vertices can be identified inO(N) time.

3.1. Treatment of the boundary

We have assumed that a contour is cut at the boundary of the domainM . Thus, a contour can be
manifold with boundary. Another approach has also been proposed in the literature. One may re
function f as defined over the whole spaceR

d by settingf (x) = +∞ or f (x) = −∞ (or some “very
large” or “very small” value) wheneverx lies outsideM . This corresponds to closing the “holes” in t
contours in one of two possible ways; see Fig. 2. For example, iff represents a density function, a
the density is indeed concentrated well insideM , then it makes sense to setf (x) to zero outsideM . The
isovalues at which the contour would touch the boundary are so low that this event and the corres
critical point is not a “critical value” that would be of interest to the user. On the other hand, in cas
turbulence simulation in some portion of space, one might prefer to have the contour surfaces sim
at the boundary, without “artificially” closing the holes.

If the approach of extending the domain off and thereby closing the holes at the boundary is ta
all boundary effects on topology of the level sets disappear. In three dimensions, there are no b
minima and maxima, and component-critical and critical vertices coincide.

We remark that an alternative treatment of the boundary effects in three dimensions has been p
by Gerstner and Pajarola [17]. At a boundary vertexv, one can essentially “reflect” the neighborho
of v at the boundary to obtain a structure which, together with the original neighborhood, com
surroundsv. Thenv can be classified like an interior vertex:v is a regular vertex if and only ifC+ =
C− = 1 in the combined neighborhood. The resulting classification gives the same result as ou
explicit classification in Theorem 1 (and ProcedureCriticality Classification in 3D).

It is interesting to see why the “reflection” method [17] gives the same classification result
ProcedureCriticality Classification in 3D. By our method, a boundary vertexv is regular if and only if (a)
C+ = C− = 1 (without the “reflection”) and (b)v is not a boundary minimum or a boundary maximu
If condition (a) does not hold, thenv is critical by both methods. Now suppose condition (a) is true
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Fig. 2. Two possible treatments of the boundary that correspond to closing the “holes” in the contours meeting the bou
setting the function values outside the domain to be (a)−∞ and (b)+∞. We show the effects on the contours at height 30
the example of Fig. 1.

v has both “+” and “−” boundary neighbors (i.e.,v is not a boundary minimum/maximum), then th
“+” boundary neighbors belong to the single “+” component, and the reflected and the original “+”
components are merged into a single component via the “+” boundary neighbors; similarly for the “−”
component(s). Therefore we haveC+ = C− = 1 in the combined neighborhood, andv is regular by both
methods. On the other hand, ifv is a boundary minimum, then its boundary neighbors are all in the+”
component, and thus the original and reflected “−” components cannot be merged, resulting inC− = 2
andC+ = 1 in the combined neighborhood, andv is a critical point by both methods; similarly for
boundary maximum. Therefore the two methods give the same classification result. Our method
explicit and easier to use; see Chiang and Lu [9] for its use in tetrahedral volume simplification pres
all isosurface topologies.

4. The monotone path algorithm

4.0.1. Review: the sweep algorithm.We briefly review the algorithm of Carr et al. [8] for computin
the contour tree. It consists of the following steps.

(1) Sort alln vertices of the mesh by their function values.
(2) Perform a sweep of then vertices from the smallest function value to the largest function value

build thejoin tree.
(3) Perform another sweep of then vertices, now from the largest function value to the smallest func

value, and build thesplit tree.
(4) Merge the join tree and split tree together and remove all degree-two nodes in the resulting

obtain the contour tree.
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Steps (2) and (3) are completely symmetric, and are essentially the same process performed in the
opposite sweeping directions. We will describe the procedure for constructing the join tree after describ-
ing our own method for this task. (The authors of [8] make different claims about the running time of
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their algorithm in various parts of their paper. At the end of Section 4.1 they claim a running ti
O(m + tα(t)) for t component-critical vertices if there arem edges in the graphG = (V ,E). (Recall
from Section 2 thatG consists only of the vertices and edges of the triangulated mesh.) According
own analysis, the construction of the join tree from the sorted sequence ofn vertices as described in [8
takes O(mα(m,n)) time. However, this discrepancy does not influence the overall running time, w
is dominated by the O(n logn) sorting step, whenm = O(n).)

Step (4) can be performed in time linear in the total size of the join and split trees:

Theorem 4 [8, Section 4.2]. The contour tree can be constructed in linear time from the join tree an
split tree.

Including the sorting time in step (1), and the time for extracting the graphG from the input, the overal
time is O(N + n logn). (The claimed running time of O(m + n logn) in [8] apparently assumes that th
m edges of the graphG are already available in an appropriate data structure. Otherwise it is impo
to solve the problem without looking at the whole input, which is of size O(N). In dimensions highe
than three, the numberN of simplices can be much larger than the numberm of edges.)

A related algorithm (constructing the contour tree from the surface network) is described in [3
without run-time analysis. By our own analysis, the overall algorithm takes O(N + nt ′ + (t ′)2) time if
there aret ′ critical points.

4.0.2. The monotone path algorithm.We give an outline of our new algorithm. The algorithm for t
contour topology tree and for the contour tree differ only in the first and the last steps.

(1) For constructing the contour tree, identify the component-critical vertices in the mesh. For con
ing the contour topology tree, identify all critical vertices in the mesh.

(2) Sort those vertices by their function values.
(3) Build the join tree: Process those sorted vertices by increasing function values. For each

vertexvi perform the following:
(a) Start amonotone descending path(defined later) from every component inN−(vi) until a vertex

which was already visited is found.
(b) Connectvi to the appropriate tree component ifvi is not already connected.

(4) Build the split tree: This is symmetric to step (3). Now process the sorted vertices by decr
function values.

(5) Merge the join tree and the split tree together. If the contour topology tree is desired, the alg
stops here.

(6) To get the contour tree, remove the nodes of degree two from the tree.

The identification of the critical or component-critical vertices in step (1) can be done in O(N) time
by Lemma 6. Steps (5) and (6) are identical to step (4) of the sweep algorithm and take linear t
Theorem 4. Step (3), which is new, is described in the following section.
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4.1. Constructing the join tree

We describe the incremental construction of the join tree. We scan all critical or component-critical
rep-
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verticesv in increasing order off (v). Eachv is processed as follows: First we create a new node that
resentsv in the join tree. Ifv is a local minimum, processing ofv is completed and the new node rema
isolated. Otherwise, we select a neighborw in each of theC−(v) components ofN−(v). These neighbor
are processed sequentially. We processw by starting amonotone descending pathat w, continuing until
we hit a previously visited vertex. Amonotone descending pathis a path on which the function value
of the vertices are monotonically decreasing. We will always meet a previously visited vertex, b
the only way to get stuck would be in a local minimum. However, this minimum is a component-c
vertex and thus has already been visited previously.

Before describing how to connect the nodev in the join tree, we need a little lemma about the conn
tion between connected components of level sets (in the topological sense) and connected comp
the graphG. Let G<h be the subgraph ofG induced by the verticesv with f (v) < h.

Lemma 7 (see [8, Lemma 4.2]). For any valueh, the number of connected components ofM<h is equal
to the number of connected components ofG<h (in the graph-theoretic sense).

Proof. A simplex cannot (partially) belong to more than one connected component ofM<h, and if it
belongs to a component ofM<h, then some vertex of the simplex must belong toM<h. On the other
hand, all verticesv of a simplex withf (v) < h lie in the same connected component ofG<h. The lemma
follows from these observations.�

Let H denote the graph of all traversed edges in all monotone paths before the current verv is
processed, including all local minima that were visited. LetH ′′ denote the same graphafter the current
vertex has been processed, and letH ′ denote the graphH ′′ with the vertexv removed. We haveH ⊆
H ′ ⊆ H ′′. The following invariant is maintained throughout the algorithm.

Lemma 8. Both the graphH and the graphH ′ has precisely one connected component in every com
nent ofM<f (v).

Proof. This is proved by induction. The lemma holds for the smallest vertexv becauseH , H ′ andM<f (v)

are all empty.
Assume that the lemma holds for the graphH for the current vertexv. H ′ is obtained fromH by start-

ing monotone paths from certain neighborsw of v with f (w) < f (v). Each path starts in one compone
of M<f (v), and since we only walk downwards, the path cannot leave that component. So it will co
to the corresponding component ofH . Thus the lemma holds forH ′, too.

We will now show that the statement of the lemma holds forH ′′ andM<f (v)+ε, for some smallε.
When we increaseh from f (v) to f (v)+ ε, all components ofM<h in the neighborhood ofv become

connected. This is reflected inH ′′ becauseH ′′ contains an additional edge fromv to a vertexw in each
component ofM<h in the neighborhood ofv. If v is a minimum, a new component appears inM<h, and
at the same time,H ′′ contains a new isolated vertex. Thus, in any case the statement of the lemma
for H ′′ andM<f (v)+ε.
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H ′′ is the graphH for the next vertex̂v that will be processed. By Lemma 5, the component structure
of M<h remains unchanged if we increase the heighth further until it reachesf (v̂). Thus, the lemma
holds for the graphH for the next vertex̂v. �
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We now describe how we manage the connected components ofH and how we build up the join tree
The natural representation for maintaining connected components under insertions is of course aNION-
FIND data structure. Our ground set is the set of critical or component-critical vertices determi
step (1). We choose as arepresentativeof a component ofH the highest critical vertex (that was add
last) in that component. This critical point is at the same time the highest point in the componen
join treethat has been constructed so far, in which all ascending paths (in the join tree) in that com
come together.

As we walk along a monotone path from a neighborw of v, we mark the visited vertices and giv
them a pointer tov. (The vertexv will become the highest vertex in their component.) The vertice
the path do not become part of the UNION-FIND structure; their pointers are never changed.

Now, if a monotone path hits a vertexz which was already visited, we first follow the pointer fromz
to its (component-)critical vertex (unlessz happens to be a (component-)critical vertex itself). T
we query this (component-)critical vertex in the UNION-FIND structure and FIND its representativer .
If it turns out thatz is already in the same component asv (r = v) we do not have to do anythin
else. Otherwise, we add an edge fromv to r into the join tree, perform the UNION of the components
containingv andr , and selectv to be the representative of the resulting set. In this way we ensure
the representative of a component is always the highest vertex of that component.

To show correctness, we can note that the algorithm maintains the following invariant:

Lemma 9. At the time when a vertexv is about to be processed, we have constructed all parts of the
tree with values belowf (v). In each component of the partial join tree, there is a highest vertex whi
reachable from all other vertices in that component by a monotone ascending path.

Proof. We proof the lemma by induction. The base case is trivially true. For the induction ste
see that the edge betweenv and r is thecorrect edge that must be added to the join tree: This e
represents the single connected component ofM<h containingr ash varies fromf (r) to f (v), sincer

is the highest point in the component of the join tree that corresponds to this component. The par
join tree belowr have already been constructed by induction hypothesis.

After processingv, all such edges(v, r) described above are correctly added to the join tree,
the components of the partial join tree belowf (v) that belong to the component ofv are all connected
to v and havev as their highest vertex in the join tree. Thus, the invariant stated in the lemma is
tained. �
4.1.1. Seed sets.When we add a new edge(v, r) to the join tree, we can also remember the ini
portion of the monotone path in the mesh, fromv down to the height ofr , as a possible seed set for th
tree edge(v, r). This is not necessarily a very good, i.e., small, seed set, but it has the nice prope
the successiveh-intervals on the path are disjoint, except for the last edge, whose interval may o
with other intervals. The selection of optimal or approximately optimal seed sets was discussed in
However, it is more in line with our minimalist approach to be satisfied with reasonable seed sets
given by simple heuristics, instead of spending much time striving for the optimum.
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If we associate the sorted list of seed edges with every contour tree edge we can find seed edges for a
given isovalueh by first determining the affected edges of the contour tree, and then for each such edge,
find a seed edge by binary search. This approach is also used for the “flexible isosurface” of Carr and
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Snoeyink [7] which allows to select contours of different isovalues in different branches of the co
tree.

Carr and Snoeyink [7] also proposed a method which reduces the amount of storage for storin
at the expense of running time when constructing seeds: They store only the first edge and re-
the path for a single contour tree edge on the fly when a seed at a given height is required. In t
the storage is reduced to O(t). The additional time for seed extraction is often dominated by the a
contour extraction which follows it.

A more flexible trade-off between storage and construction time is offered by the following id
we store every, say, 10th edge of a monotone path, then a seed at a particular isovalue can be fo
scanning at most 10 successive edges of the monotone path (provided that a deterministic stra
finding paths is used).

4.2. Constructing the join tree by the sweep algorithm

The original sweep algorithm of Carr et al. [8] for computing the join tree can be described
variation of the monotone path algorithm whereall vertices are processed, not only the (compone
critical vertices. In this case, there is no need to walk along monotone paths, as each neighbow has
already been visited and the path can stop there. Also, it is easier to just visiteverylower neighborw of
the current vertexv instead of finding connected components inN−(v) and picking one neighbor in eac
component.

The treatment of the connected components using the UNION-FIND structure is then essentially th
same as described above for the monotone path algorithm.

4.3. Precision and degeneracy

Our algorithm only compares the function values of the mesh vertices and does not perfo
calculations with them. Therefore, round-off error in floating-point calculations is not an issue.

A degenerate case for our algorithm is given when two vertices have the same scalar functio
This can be resolved with an easy perturbation scheme. In the implementation we used the fo
simple symbolic perturbation: If two verticesu andv have the same scalar valuef (v) = f (u), then we
use the vertex ID’s to break the tie. The tie breaking is needed both in the critical-point identificatio
in the sorting steps of our algorithm.

This symbolic perturbation also ensures that the scalar values at all vertices are distinct, to sa
technical assumption of Section 2.1 and to guarantee that critical points only occur at mesh verti

4.4. A possible simplification

There is a possible simplification, which, however, does not improve the asymptotic comp
Therefore we only sketch it briefly.

When generating the join tree, one just has to process the sorted list of join candidates, an
generating the split tree, one just processes the sorted list of split candidates. Maxima and min
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not processed explicitly. When walking along a monotone descending path, it may happen that one gets
stuck in a local minimum before hitting a previously visited vertex. Then one must create a new vertex
for this minimum in the join tree. In this way all minima are eventually discovered.
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In the correctness proof, the statement of Lemma 8 must be modified: The components ofH andH ′
lie in all components ofM<h except those that contain only a single (component-)critical point (w
must then be a local minimum).

There is a slight twist when the join tree and the split tree are combined into the contour tree: t
tree and the split tree have different sets of vertices. The join tree does not contain any maxima,
split tree does not contain any minima, and some other vertices may be present in only one tree. H
the algorithm of [8] mentioned in Theorem 4 can be adapted without much difficulty to accomm
this, see [8, end of Section 4.2]. It may even happen that the two trees have completely disjoint
vertices, in which case some special treatment is required. The details are described in [25, Cha

5. Analysis

The first step in the algorithm is to identify the critical or component-critical vertices (see Secti
This can be done in O(N) time by Lemma 6.

The time for exploring the monotone paths is proportional to the number of edges visited, w
bounded by the total numberm of edges of the graphG. But in practice, the number of visited edges
much smaller thanm; see Section 6.

If there aret component-critical pointsv1, v2, . . . , vt , and a total ofs = ∑t
i=1 C−(vi) of their neighbors

are processed, the algorithm performs at mostt UNION and at mosts FIND operations to construct th
join tree. The dominating step is usually the walking of the paths, because this is repeated for eac
s neighbors, and the paths may be very long. But as mentioned above, in the worst case this is
by the total numberm of edges of the graphG, which is O(N) and thus dominated by the initializatio
time. All other operations are linear int ands. Including the time for sorting thet component-critical
points, the time is

O
(
N + t logt + sα(s, t)

) = O(N + t log t),

whereα(s, t) is the extremely slowly growing inverse of the Ackermann function. We use the ve
from Tarjan’s original paper about the analysis of the UNION-FIND algorithm [39, p. 221]:

α(m,n) := min
{
i � 1 | A(

i,4�m/n�) > log2 n
}
,

whereA(i, j) is a version of Ackermann’s function that starts withA(1, x) = 2x . The termsα(s, t) is thus
dominated by the first two terms: Fors > t log logt , we haveα(s, t) = 1, andsα(s, t) = O(s) = O(N).
For s � t log logt , we havesα(s, t) � t log logtα(s, t) � t log logtα(t, t) = O(t log t).

For the contour topology tree, one can apply the same analysis, except that one deals with a l
of t ′ critical points.

Theorem 5. The monotone path algorithm computes a contour tree in a triangulatedd-dimensional mesh
with N cells andt component-critical points inO(N + t log t) time andO(N) space.

The monotone path algorithm computes a contour topology tree in a triangulated two- or
dimensional mesh withN cells andt ′ critical points inO(N + t ′ log t ′) time andO(N) space.
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Fig. 3. Only a few points are visited.

Fig. 3 shows a two-dimensional example with a grid ofn = 65536 points. There are 75 join or sp
candidates, and only 5622 points are visited on monotone paths. The visited points are highlig
black.

5.1. Optimality

The nodes in the contour tree are sorted along each monotone path in the tree. Bajaj et al.
used this property to prove a lower bound of�(t logt) on the worst-case time to construct the cont
tree by a reduction from sorting. For any given set oft numbers, they showed how to construct a bivar
piecewise linear function on a triangulated domain of size O(t), so that the contour tree contains a lo
monotone path from which the sorted sequence oft numbers can be read off. Together with the�(N)

time for reading the input, this gives a lower bound of�(N + t log t) on the running time for computin
the contour tree. Therefore, our complexity of O(N + t log t) is worst-case optimal.

6. Experimental results

We have implemented both our new monotone path algorithm presented in Section 4 and the
algorithm [8] described in Section 4.2 in C++/C, and ran our experiments on unstructured th
dimensional meshes. (Another set of independent implementation and experiments, program
Java and tested on structured three-dimensional meshes, was reported in the Master’s thesis
Lenz [25].) The experiments are not extensive enough to draw a definite conclusion, but the resu
gest that our algorithm compares favorably with the sweep algorithm [8].

We conducted our experiments on a Sun Blade 1000 workstation with 750MHz UltraSPARC II
and 4GB of main memory. The datasets are from real-world scientific visualization application
Blunt Fin (blunt, blunt2), the Liquid Oxygen Post (post, post2) and the Delta Wing (delta, delta2) da
are from NASA, and the Combustion Chamber (comb, comb2) datasets are from Vtk [34] (gen
from a combustion simulation). These datasets are all given as tetrahedral meshes, and eac
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Fig. 4. Representative isosurfaces from our test datasets. The upper two are from the Blunt Fin dataset. The ones in
are from the Combustion Chamber dataset.

datasets (e.g., blunt and blunt2) have the vertices sampled at different resolutions and hence th
sizes are different. Some representative isosurfaces generated from our experiments are given i

Since the sweep algorithm [8] only computes the ordinary contour tree rather than the contour to
tree, for the purpose of comparisons we focused on computing the ordinary contour tree in the
ments. In our monotone path algorithm, we thus only need to consider thecomponent-critical points
rather than all critical points; recall from Section 4. Also, as described in Section 4, to start a mo
path when constructing the join tree, it is sufficient to start from one representative of each ofC−
components of the lower neighbors, and similarly for the split tree. In our current implementatio
each “−” component we record the neighbor of the lowest function value and for each “+” component
we record the neighbor of the highest function value. We do this forevery vertex, component-critical o
not, in the initial step of identifying component-critical points. The recorded neighbors can then a
used for quickly walking along a monotone path. We remark that the simplification of Section 4.4
implemented, and hence we need to sort all component-critical points, including all minima and m
However, as will be seen, the sorting step turned out to be very fast, and did not create a bottlenec
running time.

In Table 3, we show some statistics of the datasets. It is very interesting to see that for all the d
tested, the numbert of component-critical pointsis typically fairly small, ranging from 0.15% to 4.44%
of the input vertices. This certainly shows the importance of having anoutput-sensitivecontour tree
algorithm, where the size of the output contour tree is O(t) rather than O(n). The numbers′ of edges
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Table 3
Experimental results: some characteristics of the datasets. For each dataset, we list the numberN of cells, the numbern
of vertices, the numbert of component-critical points, the ratiot/n, the numbers′ of edges in the mesh with at least one

′
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component-critical endpoint, and the ratios /N

Dataset N n t t/n s′ s′/N
blunt 187395 40960 1820 4.44% 20072 10.7%
comb 215040 47025 524 1.11% 5791 2.7%
post 513375 109744 927 0.84% 10349 2.0%
delta 1005675 211680 1462 0.70% 17307 1.7%
blunt2 749580 228355 1833 0.80% 58159 7.8%
comb2 860160 262065 533 0.20% 13615 1.6%
post2 2053500 623119 947 0.15% 24241 1.2%
delta2 4022700 1217355 2042 0.17% 52913 1.3%

Table 4
Experimental results: some statistics of the algorithms. For each dataset, we list the number of vertices (and the pe
visited by our monotone path algorithm in computing the join tree (Vjoin andVjoin/n) and in computing the split tree (Vsplit
andVsplit/n), respectively, as well as the total number of vertices visited in computing both trees by our algorithm (Vpath) and
by the sweep algorithm [8] (Vsweep), and their ratio in percentage

Dataset Vjoin Vjoin/n Vsplit Vsplit/n Vpath Vsweep= 2n
Vpath
Vsweep

blunt 9958 24.3% 8345 20.4% 18303 81920 22.3%
comb 4953 10.5% 3257 6.9% 8210 94050 8.7%
post 12163 11.1% 4544 4.1% 16707 219488 7.6%
delta 13669 6.5% 10157 4.8% 23826 423360 5.6%
blunt2 9894 4.3% 8310 3.6% 18204 456710 4.0%
comb2 4802 1.8% 3180 1.2% 7982 524130 1.5%
post2 11927 1.9% 3906 0.6% 15833 1246238 1.3%
delta2 16875 1.4% 12028 1.0% 28903 2434710 1.2%

with at least one component-critical endpoint is less than 3% of the numberN of cells for all but two
datasets tested. Recall from Section 5 thats = ∑t

i=1 C−(vi), where the sum is over all component-critic
pointsvi ; clearlys′ is a crude upper bound ons. Therefore 2s′ is a crude upper bound on the total numb
of monotone paths started as well as the total number of FIND operations performed in computingboth
the join tree and the split tree. The overall UNION-FIND operations take time O(s · α(s, t)); with α(s, t)

growing so slowly that it can be regarded as a constant no more than 4 for all practical purpos
we see thats · α(s, t) is much smaller thanN , meaning that the time for performing the UNION-FIND

operations is by far dominated by the initial O(N)-time scan. For a triangulated 3-manifold, the numbem

of edges can be roughly estimated asm ≈ n + N , by using Euler’s formula and neglecting the effect
the boundary faces.

Table 4 shows the number of vertices visited by our algorithm on the monotone paths duri
construction of the join tree and the split tree. We see that the number of visited vertices is inde
small, ranging from as low as 0.6% to 24.3% ofn, showing that our algorithm only explores a sm
portion of the input, and the theoretical O(m) time bound for exploring all monotone paths is only
pessimistic estimate. We also list the total numberVpath andVsweepof the visited vertices in computin
both the join and split trees, respectively for our monotone path algorithm and the sweep alg
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Table 5
Experimental results: running times. For each dataset, we list the running times (in seconds) for certain steps of the sweep
algorithm [8] (sorting all vertices, computing the join and split trees, and the total time) and of our monotone path algorithm
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(identifying the component-critical points, sorting all component-critical points, computing the join and split trees, and the tot
time). The total times do not include the time for reading the input file from disk

Sweep (sec) Path (sec)

Dataset Sort J+ S trees Total Critical Sort J+ S trees Total

blunt 0.08 1.43 1.51 1.28 0.01 0.02 1.31
comb 0.10 1.74 1.84 1.47 0.01 0.01 1.49
post 0.27 4.14 4.41 3.54 0.03 0.03 3.60
delta 0.53 8.54 9.07 6.94 0.06 0.06 7.06
blunt2 0.53 6.50 7.03 5.35 0.06 0.05 5.46
comb2 0.60 8.18 8.78 6.17 0.06 0.04 6.27
post2 1.48 19.68 21.16 14.79 0.14 0.09 15.02
delta2 4.30 41.85 46.15 28.90 0.31 0.19 29.40

of [8]. Note that the sweep algorithm performs a sweep over all vertices in computing each tree, a
Vsweep= 2n. It can be seen that the ratio ofVpath/Vsweepranges from 1.2% to 8.7% except for the blu
dataset (whose ratio is 22.3%), showing a very interesting and advantageous behavior of our alg

In Table 5, we compare the running times of our algorithm with those of the sweep algorith
We give a break-up of the running times into the successive steps of the two algorithms: for the
algorithm, we list the times for sorting all vertices, computing the join and split trees, and the
running time; for our algorithm, we list the times for identifying the component-critical points, so
all component-critical points, computing the join and split trees, and the total running time. Th
running times exclude the time for reading the input from disk and the time for merging the join tre
the split tree. These steps are the same for both algorithms, and moreover, the time for merging
trees is usually negligible.

It is interesting to see from Table 5 that the sorting step of the sweep algorithm, although contr
to the dominating term in the theoretical run-time complexity, ran very fast in practice, and th
sweeping operations for computing the join and split trees are by far the bottleneck steps for the
algorithm. Our algorithm, on the other hand, significantly reduced the running time of computing
two trees (the speed-up can be more than 220 times as fast!) so that it is no longer a bottlene
is due to the fact that typically our algorithm only visited 1.2–8.7% of the vertices visited by the s
algorithm, as seen in Table 4. Our algorithm also reduced the sorting time, as we only sortt component-
critical vertices rather than alln vertices. This improvement is less crucial, however, since the so
step is already very fast in the original sweep algorithm. It is important to observe that the above b
of our algorithm have to be offset by the initial step of identifying the component-critical points, wh
by far the major bottleneck of our algorithm. This bottleneck step is still faster than the bottleneck
of the sweep algorithm (computing the join and split trees) in all tested datasets, and the speed di
increases as data size increases. Finally, comparing the total running times of the two algorithms
a clear advantage of our algorithm: our algorithm is always faster, and 1.57 times as fast in the be
The savings in running time by our algorithm become more pronounced for larger data; for the
dataset in Table 5, we reduce the running time from 46.15 seconds to 29.40 seconds.
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7. Conclusions

7.1. Comparisons to previous algorithms
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7.1.1. Theoretical comparisons.The best previous algorithm takes time O(N +n logn). The new com-
plexity O(N + t log t) is superior ift � n and ifn logn dominatesN . For “nice” meshes,N = O(n) and
the last condition is always fulfilled. The size oft depends of course very much on the data. It is e
to construct a planar mesh with aboutn/2 saddle points andn/4 maxima and minima. However, if on
thinks about reasonably smooth functions that are successively represented on a finer and fi
the number of critical points stays essentially constant and does not grow withn. When comparing the
figures in Table 3 for different sampling rates (for example blunt and blunt2), one can see that th
ber of component-critical vertices is indeed independent of the resolution, for these examples.
other hand, in cases of simulations of complicated physical phenomena like turbulence or in no
resulting from measurement, a large fraction of vertices may be critical.

7.1.2. Practical issues for large datasets.From a practical point of view, sorting of data is not an is
in practice. Numeric data that come from real-world applications are usually reasonably well-b
and can be sorted in linear expected time by bucketing techniques.Radix sortis a practical way to sor
even arbitrary sets offloats ordoubles in linear time. Thus, the theoretical�(n logn) lower bound
on sorting does not play a role in comparing different algorithms. Also, the experiments in Sec
show that sorting is not the bottleneck.

However, for huge datasets, our algorithm has other advantages. Assume that the input data
points together with connectivity information) do not fit into main memory, but are kept in virtual me
or even in external memory (on a disk), or on a read-only medium (a CD-ROM).

In the initialization phase, the algorithm scans the data once and selects the critical points. T
purely local operation if the neighboring cell information is available locally. Under the assumptio
the critical points are only a small fraction of the data, they can be kept in main memory and
quickly. Walking along monotone paths is an operation that accesses the data in a spatially c
fashion. If the layout of the data in its storage medium could be arranged so that it reflects spatial
(points which are contiguous in space and which are connected in the mesh tend to be stored in
memory cells), we may expect that our algorithm will perform well with today’s hierarchical me
systems.

Contrast this with an algorithm that processes all points in sorted order. This will lead to a
random access pattern, which limits the size of problems that can be treated to what can fit in
memory. The datasets for our experiments in Section 6 are too small to show any effect of this so

In our algorithm, we must mark the visited points. This is the only place where the original dat
modified. However, even this can be avoided if the visited vertices on all monotone paths are still
enough subset. Then we can keep a copy of the visited vertices in memory, storing them in a ha
for example. Thus, all access to the original data isread-only.

If a deterministic rule for walking along monotone paths is chosen (see below), one can sav
space by storing only every, say, 10th vertex of the monotone paths. This comes at a small exp
running time: a later path will continue for at most 10 extra steps after reaching a vertex that has
been visited. This is the same idea as described for the seed set method in Section 4.1.1.
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7.2. Extensions and future work

7.2.1. Betti numbers. In three dimensions, each edge of the contour topology tree can be augmented
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with information about the topology of the corresponding contour in the form of its Betti num
(β0, β1, β2): β0 is always 1;β1 gives the number of independent tunnels, andβ2 is 0 or 1, depending
on whether the contour is a surface with boundary or a surface without boundary. Pascucci an
McLaughlin [32] gave an algorithm for this task which, however, requires the assignment of all ve
to edges of the contour topology tree and thus relies on the O(n logn)-time sweep algorithm (N = O(n)

since they consider structured meshes) for computing the contour topology tree.
We are currently exploring whether we can compute topological information about the contou

the Betti numbers, the genus, or the number of holes, within our framework, using only local inform
at the critical vertices. It would be interesting to compute this information about the upper and lowe
sets as well.

7.2.2. Higher dimensions.It should be possible to extend the characterization of critical points
dimensional domains: a regular vertex ought to be a vertexv such that the level set throughv dissects
the link of v, which is a 3-dimensional sphere, into two 3-dimensional “half-spheres” (topological
meeting at a 2-dimensional sphere. It is easy to recognize when a 2-dimensional polyhedral m
embedded in 3-space is a 2-sphere. By the three-dimensional Schönflies Theorem (see [1]), it
that the two components into which the manifold cuts the link ofv are homeomorphic to 3-balls. Thu
the proposed regularity condition should be easy to check.

We are not able to see any classification of regular and critical points in dimensions higher
Intuition does not carry that far, and many properties which are true in low dimensions fail in h
dimensions. It is conceivable that such questions might be NP-hard or even undecidable.

7.2.3. Different strategies for monotone paths.Our description of the monotone path algorithm lea
some freedom in the selection of the next outgoing edge in a monotone walk. There is a trade-off b
several criteria. Our current implementation uses a steepest-descent-type selection rule: It alway
the vertex with highest or lowest value in the direction of the walk. Such a rule might lead to path
achieve a big height difference and reach the bottom quickly, and to small seed sets. On the oth
it may lead to a path that runs for a long time straight “in parallel” to an existing older path, wh
movement to the side would lead to quick termination.

Other heuristics, like the first edge in cyclic order (starting at some chosen starting edge), some
nation of left-most and right-most (in the plane), or completely random selection might perform be
practice. Of course, all of these may depend on the characteristic of the data, and are open to expe
evaluation.
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Appendix A. Characterization of critical vertices

In this section we prove Theorems 1 and 2. It seems that such a basic statement should be well-known,
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but we could not find in the literature an explicit statement with a satisfactory proof.
Morse Theory for piecewise linear functions has been treated in Brehm and Kühnel [6, Sect

see also Kühnel [23, Chapter 7] for a more detailed account. Critical points are defined and the to
changes at these points are analyzed at the level of homology. For our case of two and three dim
this implies that regular points, where the homology is trivial, do not incur a topology change wh
level set passes them, and there is a piecewise linear homeomorphism between different level s
This leads to the easy characterization of critical points in Theorem 1.

Our proof given below may still have merits since it constructs the isotopy quite explicitly. This m
even be interesting for applications, for example when an isosurface is labeled by some chara
pattern, which should be preserved as the surface is morphed across a non-critical point.

Apparently, Theorem 1 is so obvious that it is often taken for granted and not evenstated. The funda-
mental work of Banchoff [4], who introduced Morse theory for piecewise linear functions, does no
define critical points (although it contains aCritical Point Theorem). Banchoff’s more popular account [5
of the two-dimensional case defines critical points by the criterion in Theorem 3, but the connec
topology is not made.

Interestingly, in Morse theory forcontinuousfunctions [24,29], the criterion for thedefinition of a
regular pointv is just a local version of theconclusionof our Theorem 2: the existence of an isoto
between level sets in the neighborhood ofv, i.e., some height-preserving homeomorphism between s
neighborhood ofv and the Cartesian product of a manifold with an interval of height values (such
“cylinder” in Fig. A.5).

A recent paper by Cox et al. [13] contains the statement of Theorem 1 for the interior vertices
domain: the characterization of regular vertices by the conditionC+ = C− = 1. The proof proceeds at
very high level and is not very detailed. The paper also claims (and proves) that the same charact
works in higher dimensions. This is not true. The standard smooth counter-example is the functiox2 +
y2 −u2 −v2 of four variables which has a critical point of Morse index 2 at the origin. A piecewise li
version of this example is given by the 4-dimensional cross-polytope formed as the convex hul
eight points(±1,0,0,0), (0,±1,0,0), (0,0,±1,0), (0,0,0,±1); see [22]. We add the origin as a vert
and triangulate the polytope by connecting the origin to each of the 16 facets, giving rise to one s
in each orthant. The piecewise linear function defined by the valuesf (0,0,0,0) = 0, f (±1,0,0,0) =
f (0,±1,0,0) = 1, f (0,0,±1,0) = f (0,0,0,±1) = −1 hasC+ = C− = 1 at the origin, although th
topology ofM�h changes ath = 0. (In this example, interestingly, the level setsM=+ε andM=−ε are
homeomorphicfor all ε, by symmetry. This homeomorphism does not extend to an isotopy acrossh = 0,
and it can be destroyed by appropriately extendingM around the cross-polytope.) To achieve gen
position, the equal valuesf (v) = 1 andf (v) = −1 at the vertices would have to be slightly perturb
but this does not affect the situation at the origin.

Proof of Theorem 2. Let us first assume that no vertex has a value in the range[a, b]. We can construc
the isotopy separately in each tetrahedronT of M through which the level setM=h passes. LetT+ be the
convex hull of the vertices ofT with high values (higher thanb), and letT− be the convex hull of the
vertices with low values. In three dimensions, there are two possibilities: either one of these sets is
and the other is a triangle (Fig. A.1(a)) and the level sets are triangles, or we have two line segme
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Fig. A.1. (a) The canonical mapping between different level sets by projection fromA, the unique vertex ofT+. (b) The
non-linear canonical mapping when|T+| = |T−| = 2. (c) Each quadrilateral is decomposed into two triangles, and the ma
is defined separately for each triangle.

the level sets are quadrilaterals insideT (Fig. A.1(b)). Every point ofT lies on a unique line between
point inT+ and a point inT−. (This is true in any dimension.) This defines a canonical mapping bet
different level sets that pass betweenT+ andT−. For different tetrahedra which share a face, the map
coincides on the common face and defines an isotopy between all level sets in the range[a, b].

Note however, that this mapping is in general not linear whenT+ and T− are line segments, as
the case of Fig. A.1(b). To make it linear, we can arbitrarily select a diagonal which triangulat
quadrilateral and define the mapping by linear interpolation, see Fig. A.1(c). The mapping is unc
at the boundary of the tetrahedron, and thus it is still smooth across different tetrahedra.

Let us now consider the case that only a single vertexv has a value in the range[a, b]. A described
above, we can construct the isotopy inside all tetrahedra which do not contain this vertex. To de
isotopy inside the tetrahedra which contain the vertexv, we have to look at the structure of its neig
borhood. Thestar S of v consists of all cells which containv. This is illustrated for a two-dimensiona
manifold in Fig. A.2. Alternatively, this figure can be interpreted as a cross-section through a
dimensional neighborhood ofv.

Let v be an interior point of the three-dimensional manifoldM . The link L of v can be obtained
by intersecting a small sphere centered atv with M . It has the structure of a triangulated 2-sphere.
vertices, edges and triangles come from the tetrahedra, triangles and edges ofM which are incident toM .
The neighborhoodN(v) is the underlying graph ofL.

Fig. A.3(a) shows an example of a neighborhood as a plane graph. Let us look at the one-dime
manifold X in which the level setM=f (v) intersects the link. (In Fig. A.2,X is represented by the tw
dots on the level set throughv.) Every triangle ofL which contains both a vertex ofN+(v) and a vertex
from N−(v) contributes an edge toX, and every edge ofL which connectsN+(v) with N−(v) contributes
a vertex toX, see Fig. A.3(b). It follows thatX consists of disjoint cycles. These cycles separateN+(v)

from N−(v).
Now, if v is a regular point, thenN+(v) andN−(v) each form a single connected component, and he

X is a single cycle.X cuts the triangles betweenN+(v) andN−(v) into triangles and quadrilaterals.
For h = f (v) the level setM=h inside S has the structure shown in Fig. A.4(e): A single cycleX

connected to the central vertexv like a wheel. At the upper end the level setM=b inside S has the
structure shown in Fig. A.4(a): It consists of the subgraph ofN(v) generated byN+, and the triangles
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Fig. A.2. The starS and the neighborhood of a vertexv in two dimensions, and a few level sets above and belowv.

Fig. A.3. (a) The link and the neighborhood graph ofv. Higher and lower vertices are marked with+ and−. N+ andN− have
only one component each, and the dotted lines run between these two components. Although the graph is drawn wi
lines, it is intended to representa decomposition of the sphere aboutv into spherical triangles. (b) The isolineX.

and quadrilaterals at the interface betweenN+ and the boundary cycle. This boundary cycle has the s
number of sides asX. As h varies fromb to f (v) the graph generated byN+ shrinks gradually down to
a point. All triangles and edges inN+ shrink proportionally in size. The triangles and quadrilateral
the boundary and the edges of the boundary change their size and shape.

We have to interpolate between the initial and the final situation through all intermediate situ
One option would be to proceed through a number of steps and construct the isotopy accordingly.
ample, one can successivelycollapseN+ to a point. Or one can use a sequence of elementary subdiv
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Fig. A.4. (a) The structure of the level setM=b in the cells incident tov, drawn as a plane graph. (b) The same graph, trian
lated, is the top face ofZ. (c) The same polygon with a shrunk copy ofN+. (d) The same graph, triangulated, is a horizon
section ofZ at an intermediate level. (e) Horizontal section ofZ at f (v), having the same structure as the level setM=f (v) in
the cells incident tov.

operations (by inserting a new vertex into a triangle) and their inverseweldingoperations. (This proces
of transforming a triangulated version of the structure shown in Fig. A.4(a) into the wheel of Fig. A
is calledstarring [18, Theorem II.11].)

In contrast, we will use a “one-shot” approach to construct the isotopy. We start with the sit
of Fig. A.4(a). We triangulate the quadrilateral faces (arbitrarily). Now we find a plane straigh
embedding this graph in which the outer face is a regular polygonP , as in Fig. A.4(b). By the theorem
of Tutte [40], such a straight-line drawing exists.

The following construction is essentially theAlexander trick, which has been used to extend a pie
wise isotopy from the boundary of two manifolds to their interior. We create the prismZ = P × [a, b],
see Fig. A.5. On the top faceP ×{b} we embed the triangulation of Fig. A.4(b) that we have construc
On the lower faceP × {a} we embed an analogous triangulation forM=a . The sides are formed b
vertical quadrilaterals. Now we partitionZ by connecting each face of the boundary with the cen
vertex inP × {f (v)}, which is going to represent the vertexv. The typical intersection ofZ at heighth
(f (v) < h < b) looks as in Fig. A.4(c): A shrunk copy ofP connected to the outer polygon in the or
inal size ofP by a ring of quadrilaterals. We triangulate these quadrilaterals (arbitrarily) and obta
triangulation in Fig. A.4(d): We have the piecewise linear mappingg1 :M=b → P defined through the
compatible triangulations ofM=b and P (Fig. A.4(b)). It is straightforward to extend this to a ma
ping g2 :M=b × [a, b] → Z by g2(x, h) := (g1(x), h). To get the desired isotopy we have to provid
mappingg3 from Z to M respecting the heights, i.e.,f (g3(y, h)) = h.
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o

Fig. A.5. The prismZ.

Fig. A.6. (a) The decomposition of a cut through a tetrahedron into four triangles when two vertices are higher thanv. (b) The
decomposition of a cut through a tetrahedron into three triangles when one vertex is higher thanv.

Fig. A.6 shows typical cases of the evolution ofM=h inside a single tetrahedronT = vABC ash

varies fromb to f (v). The triangleABC belongs to boundary of the star ofv, and the mapping has t
coincide with the mapping given for the tetrahedra which do not containv. The points onABC must be
mapped to a quadrilateral side ofZ. We concentrate on the upper parth � f (v).
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In the case of Fig. A.6(a), whenT has two verticesA andB which are higher thanv and one vertexC
belowv, the intersections withM=h are quadrilaterals. The two edgesAC andBC, which crossM=f (v),
intersectM=b in two pointsu,w. They represent boundary vertices ofZ on the top face. In each level
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osurface
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P. Bon-
m ’03),

–94.
r Graph-
setM=h, we define pointsu′ andw′ on the linesvu andvw, and we use the segmentu′w′ to partition
the quadrilateralM=h ∩ T into two quadrilaterals: a trapezoid and another quadrilateral which is a s
copy of the quadrilateral inM=b. These two quadrilaterals can be mapped to the corresponding pie
P × {h} ⊂ Z (Fig. A.4(d)) after triangulating them accordingly, as shown in Fig. A.6(a).

In the case of Fig. A.6(b), whenT has one vertex higher thanv and two vertices belowv, the inter-
sections withM=h are triangles. Similarly as above, we cut each triangle into a triangle and a trap
and after triangulating the trapezoid, we can map everything toP × {h} ⊂ Z.

The easy case whenT has three vertices higher thanv is not shown. In this case, the intersectio
with M=h are triangles which can be trivially mapped to the corresponding triangles ofN+(v).

It is now easy to see that the mapping which has been defined is piecewise linear for each
h � f (v), and it interpolates smoothly betweenM=b andM=f (v). The lower half, fromM=f (v) to M=a

can be treated similarly.
The above arguments can be adapted to the case whenv lies at the boundary ofM without difficulty.
This concludes the treatment of the case when[a, b] contains a single vertexv. If several vertices hav

a value in this interval, we partition it into subintervals containing only a single vertex (this is po
by our assumption that all valuesf (v) are distinct), and we connect the resulting isotopies. In fact
argument extends to the case of vertices with equal values as long as these vertices are not adja
concludes the proof of Theorem 2.�

As mentioned above, the isotopyg(x,h) is piecewise linear only as a function ofx. It would be
interesting to find a construction in which the “orbit”g(x,h) of every pointx ∈ M=a is also piecewise
linear as a function ofh.

Proof of Theorem 1. One direction of Theorem 1 is obtained as an easy corollary of Theorem 2:v is
not one of the critical points listed, then all level sets immediately above and belowv are homeomorphic
The other direction is easy.�
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